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3:50 PM Event opens

4:05 PM Fastrack year in review

Fastrack Evolution Day
18 October 2021

4:10 PM Opening Evolution Day
Welcome by Prof David Gilbert

4:15 PM Team Cyrcle presentation

4:30PM Team orIDgin presentation

4:45 PM Break

5:05 PM Team Curisto presentation

5:20 PM Team STADY presentation

5:35 PM Break

5:40 PM Awards ceremony

6:00 PM Meet the teams & networking

Scan or click to join the event
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INTRODUCTION

A virtual stadium for sports fans 
Detecting outsourced university assessments using NLP
Interactive art galleries based on storytelling 
E-commerce store diverting plastic from landfill with staple pantry
items.

Fastrack at Monash is a 24-week program informed by contemporary
approaches to start-ups that have been adopted by many of the world’s
most successful and innovative companies. Diverse discipline start-ups
teams are coached by practising entrepreneurs and innovators to take a
venture concept to commercial reality. 

Teams are required to test, prototype and refine a viable response to a
real-world challenge or opportunity using innovative approaches to
problem solving. The experience is highly experiential and hands-on
with learning guided through mentorship, peer-to-peer learning and
industry engagement.

The four teams in the 2021 cohort have worked hard in difficult
circumstances over the course of the year, and there's a lot to love
about what they've come up with:
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"We are on a mission to dispel the
myth of entrepreneurship being easy."

– Prof David Gilbert
Director of the Portfolio



Setting up for success
Team cohesion & 

Problem space analysis
Design research

      ways of work

Hypothesis & assumptions
Ideation & 

Proof of concept
Value proposition

      solution development

Prototype building &

Business Model Canvas
      validation

Founders' agreement
Shareholder agreement
IP strategy & 

Company structure & 
      partnership contracts

      formation

How to sell
Product/service market fit
Testing channels to market
Developing supply chain &

      validating cost base

Investment/capital needs
Go to market
Narrative & storytelling
Pitching for needs
Making sales/customer

The next 90 days
Where to from here?

      acquisition

SPRINT 1

SPRINT 2

SPRINT 3

SPRINT 4

SPRINT 5

SPRINT 6

Program Overview
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"Fastrack changed my view on how start-ups
are supposed to be. I learnt to be persistent,

consistent and disciplined to achieve my
goals. Fastrack has changed my mentality on

doing anything in the future."
 

– Lisa Wijaya
Co-founder, OrIDgin
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Cyrcle Shop

Natalia Molina & Abhishek Gupta

How it started:
How might we provide easy access to more circular products and services to
consumers, so that they reduce the amount of waste they produce?

How it’s going:
Cyrcle Shop reduces plastic packaging that ends up in landfill with a zero waste
online store and delivery service that collects back and reuses packaging that
goods arrive in. The aim is to target waste-conscious consumers and make
sustainability convenient.

About the founders:
Cyrcle co-founders Natalia Molina and Abhishek Gupta joined forces in 2021 to
pursue the Fastrack program. Natalia, a Senior Audit Analyst at Deloitte
Australia originally hails from Colombia. Abhishek, a Project Manager at
Bentleigh Group, was born in Chandigarh, India. What initially brought them
together was a mutual passion for sustainability and dreams to save the planet,
even if it meant diverting plastic, one piece at a time, from landfill. 

Throughout the course of the Fastrack program we have seen Abhishek and
Natalia start with a gigantic, meaty problem: sustainability & waste. Over time,
through relentless customer and industry expert interviews, Cyrcle Shop was
born. 

Whilst juggling Master’s study, full-time work and Fastrack, we have seen their
aspirations to make a positive difference in the world drive their motivation and
energy even in the most challenging times. 

https://www.cyrcle.shop/
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STADY

Mohamed Imraan, 

Richard Rodricks & Waseem Ahmed
How it started:
How might we reimagine social interactions for digital media consumers so that
users can bond over content?

How it’s going:
STADY is a community-based virtual stadium experience enabling users to
interact with friends and family whilst watching sport. The Stady team aim to
launch their MVP in the next 3 months.

About the founders:
Throughout the course of Fastrack, Stady co-founders Imraan, Richard and
Waseem have never had a shortage for ambition or humour. With a diverse set
of skills and experiences the founders share a mutual love for getting their
hands dirty in the world of start-ups. 

Imraan, originally from India and raised in the Middle East, is a Marketing
Associate for Jora (SEEK). Richard, currently working as an Innovation Analyst
at the City of Casey, was born and raised in Mumbai, India. Meanwhile
Waseem self-described as a ‘fun-loving and lighthearted person’ (and he’s not
wrong) came to Australia from Vizag on India’s East Coast, will shortly join
Versa as a product owner. 

Alongside the ups and downs usually associated with the founder journey, what
is special about this team is their friendship and support for one another.
Throughout the Fastrack journey they have embodied a balance of fun, hard
work and audacious goals for both themselves and the future of STADY. 

 

https://www.stadysports.com/
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Curisto

Zaineel Kherani, Dhira Balaw &

Joseph George

How it started:
How might we enhance the application of marketing skills for newcomer
artists so that they can reach the right audience, maximise the potential for
their craft, and save time?

How it’s going:
Curisto supports artists to find new audiences and share the story behind
each art piece to help users connect to the ‘why’ of the artwork and artist
through a low-commission online marketplace.

About the founders:
Joseph, Zaineel and Dhira have lived experience in the problem they set
out to solve at the beginning of Fastrack. Joseph, originally from India, tried
his hand at drawing and filmmaking as a child, eventually settling on
photography as his passion pursuit. Zaineel’s creative talents lie in guitar
and writing and is also not a first-time founder having started a road trip
company in his hometown of Hyderabad, India. Meanwhile Dhira, a DJ, has
spent much of his life on the road away from his place of origin in Jakarta,
Indonesia, sparking his desire to make the world a better place. 

Never lacking in empathy, this team have impressed with their efforts to
gain a deep understanding of their customers. Throughout the Fastrack
program they have grown into confident public speakers and storytellers
with a smile that is never too far away.  

https://www.fastrackatmonash.com/team-men-in-slack
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orIDgin

Lisa Wijaya & Steven Prastio

How it started:
How might we overcome students cheating on exams and assignments so
that the integrity of the university can lead to a better student learning
experience?

How it’s going:
orIDgin tackles the long-standing issue of contract cheating on
assessments that permeates the higher education industry across the
globe with a platform that uses NLP based technology to detect the
‘fingerprint’ of a student's work. 

About the founders:
Co-founders of orIDgin, Lisa Wijaya & Steven Prastio have been laser
focused on their problem since the start of the Fastrack program. Both
founders are very passionate about having a positive impact on the world,
especially in the education industry.

Lisa, born on the tropical island of Bali, Indonesia, has been passionate
about building her own startup since she was a child. Steven on the other
hand originates from Solo, Indonesia and holds a strong interest in learning
new skills and self-development. As our only hybrid team in the Fastrack
program this year, the efforts made by Lisa & Steven to stay engaged,
curious and open-minded whilst tackling a large problem have been
inspiring. The future is bright for these two founders. 

https://www.fastrackatmonash.com/team-oridgin
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Hypershift Systems

Silicon Valley based tech company that
delivers corporate innovation at scale 
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Our platform and delivery partner, Hypershift
Systems take a data-driven approach to

help companies transform their innovations
into revenue. Originating from their work at
U.C Berkeley and with private enterprises,
Hypershift has built a world class platform
used by large scale organisations who are

looking to innovate at scale.
 

Luna Startup Studio

Full service legal and accounting studio with
an education and investment arm

Luna is a full service startup studio. They
provide legal, accounting, grants and
education advice and support to start-ups at
every stage of their journeys. Based in
Melbourne and operating globally, LUNA
have worked with almost 1000 start-ups in
various sectors and industries. 
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Superseed Ventures

Venture Fund arm owned by ASX listed
company The Reece Group

Shadowboxer

A venture studio that brings the best of
agency & consulting together

Launched in late 2020, Shadowboxer is a venture studio with an offering built on
three areas of expertise: Business, product & brand strategy, Creative & design,
Technology and data. Co-founded by five former members of the leadership team
in the Isobar Denstu Aegis network, Shadowboxer brings together the best of
consulting and agency for their partners. 

Superseed Ventures is a CVC fund and venture studio attached to ASX listed
company, The Reece Group, Australia’s largest supplier of plumbing and

bathroom supplies. Superseed focuses on investing, scaling and building trade
tech startups that will transform the built environment.

 

https://group.reece.com/au
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Our team of advisors are an integral aspect of the Fastrack

program. Advisors have deep knowledge in their area, start-

up or innovation experience and are invested in giving back to

the next generation of entrepreneurs and leaders. That is,

they help to ensure Fastrack start-ups are progressing at an

industry standard and pace.

"Fastrack inspired me to get out of my comfort
zone, go right in the middle of the battlefield and
do real things to achieve success. The best part

of Fastrack is the hands-on approach to doing
things and the exclusive access to a range of

industry professionals and mentors who support
you at every step of your business."
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– Abhishek Gupta
Co-founder, Cyrcle

https://www.fastrackatmonash.com/start-up-advisors


Jen Sharpe, 

Think HQ
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Jeanette Cheah,

Hacker Exchange

Peter Di Pietrantonio,

Enablo

Amanda Leigh-Walker, 

Lord of the Fries

Andrew Thompson,

The Shift Media

Gus Balbontin,

Investor - Founder -

Advisor

Bilal Kabbara,

IBM

Caitlin O'Farrell,

Startupbootcamp

Hugh Stephens,

Galileo Ventures

 



Jared Baker,

Xero
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Konrad Spilva,

Shadowboxer

Kylie Frazer,

Eleanor Ventures

 

Marc Teichtal,

AWS

Maria Calibo-Sales,

Calmar Corps

Richard Celm,

Startupbootcamp

Zivit Inbar,

DifferenThinking

Shivy Yohanandan,

Xailient

Mark Searle,

Serial entrepreneur &

instructor

Robert Freedman,

Hypershift

Andre Marquis,

Hypershift
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MAJOR PRIZE 

Total prize valued at over $20,000.00 AUD 
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2021

Proudly supported by our Delivery and Community partners:

'Start-up Starter Pack

for the Most Feasible

Concept'

Jonathan Cowan
Vieography



MENTORING
WITH
MAVARDO
PRIZE
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In partnership with

UPSKILLING &
COMMUNITY
BUILDING
PRIZE

In partnership withBRANDING &
GRAPHIC
DESIGN
PRIZE



"What we do is about growth and change - it's
about a life experience. What happens over
this journey will stand our students in great
stead for their entire lives. They will emerge

stronger and better and become champions of
our number one core value: 

Humble Excellence."
 

– Prof David Gilbert
Director of Entrepreneurship



https://www.fastrackatmonash.com/

